We present experimental results on the conversion of a spin current into a charge current by spin pumping into the Dirac cone with helical spin polarization of the elemental topological insulator (TI) α- The Inverse Edelstein Effect 5,6,17 (IEE) can be described as the inverse conversion of the one in EE. As depicted in Fig.1e -f, the injection of a vertical spin current into the 2DEG at a Rashba or TI surface/interface induces a charge current in the 2DEG. The IEE length 5  IEE is the ratio between the 2D conventional charge current density (in A/m) induced by IEE in the surface/interface 2DEG and the injected 3D spin current density, . We adopt the usual definition with the injected spin current density with equal to the difference between the injected charge current densities carried by electrons having their spin respectively oriented along the +i and -i directions along the x-or y-axis (the corresponding injected spin flow density is /(2e) where e= -|e|). For both Rashba and TI interfaces, and in the simple situation of circular spin contours,  IEE can be expressed as a function of the relaxation time τ of an out of equilibrium distribution in the topological states by the following
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expressions: λ IEE = α R τ/ for Rashba interfaces 5, 6 , where α R is the Rashba coefficient, and, as derived in
for TI, where v F is the Fermi velocity of the DC. To be more precise on the sign, our definition of the IEE length is exactly
where the upper (lower) index refers to the current direction (spin quantization axis 3D charge and 3D spin current densities, can be compared to the conversion by IEE if we integrate the ISHEinduced 3D charge current density from top to bottom of the SHE layer to obtain the 2Dcharge current density. 
An important parameter in equation (1) shorter than relaxation times in the picosecond range derived from time-resolved ARPES measurements on "free surfaces" of TI 22 . We believe that the long relaxation time on free topological surfaces characterizes the slow relaxation inside the 2D topological states whereas, by interfacing the TI (or Rashba) surface with a metal as Ag, we introduce a faster additional relaxation mechanism provided by exchanges of electrons with the adjacent 3D metal. We conclude that the best conditions for the exploitation of topological sates of TI in spintronics should be with TI interfaced with (trivial) insulators instead of metals, for example in experiments of spin-pumping or thermal 23 spin injection from an insulating ferromagnet. If one remarks that v F τ is also the critical length for ballistic transport, one can also anticipate that ballistic transport should be generally limited to the nanometer range at a TI/metal interface but can probably reach the micrometer range on free surfaces and possibly at interfaces with insulating materials.
In summary, a very efficient spin to charge current conversion (SCCC) is achieved by spin-pumping into ARPES measurements. The ARPES measurements were performed at room temperature with incident photon energy of 19 eV and resolving angle between 15° which correspond to wave number k between 5 nm -1 at the Fermi level. In Fig. 2 , only the area of interest is shown.
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and spin pumping. The samples have the stacking order shown in Fig. 3 .
The broadband frequency dependence was performed in a coplanar wave guide system, applying the external magnetic film at different in-plane crystalline directions of the substrate. The samples were then cut in slab of 2.4x0.4 mm to carry out the simultaneously FMR and transversal dc voltage measurement (Fig. 3a,c) . The slab is placed on the axis of a cylindrical X-band cavity (frequency ≈ 9.6 GHz). The charge current I C is derived from 
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Figure Legends

Supplementary Discussion 1 | Inverse Edelstein Effect length for Topological Insulators (TI)
We suppose, as in Fig. 1b (bottom) , a spin current density pumped into the 2DEG at the TI interface, that is, with the definition of introduced in the text, an incoming flow of spins oriented along y of density /(2 e) (with e = -|e|). With the CCW spin configuration of the electron-like and circular electron Fermi contour of the figure, the injection (extraction) of electrons of spin along y (-y) on empty (from occupied) states on the x (-x) side of the Fermi contour induces an out-of equilibrium distribution (shift Δk of the Fermi contour in first approximation) with a nonzero spin density in the y direction and a charge current in the -x direction. We call τ the relaxation time of this out-of-equilibrium distribution in the topological states that associates a non-zero spin density <δσ y > and a shift of the Fermi contour in the momentum space.
In the general case, for both CW and CCW helicities and also for both electron-and hole-like Fermi contours, the balance between the incoming spin flow and the relaxation rate can be written as
In the simplest situation with circular Fermi contour shifted by Δk<<k F , the spin density <δσ y > and the 2D charge current density associated with the same Δk can be calculated straightforwardly and we obtain for their ratio
where v F is the Fermi velocity of the Dirac cone. In the situation with an electron type Fermi contour (upper cone), + is for CCW and -for CW for electron-like Fermi contour and the opposite signs for hole-like Fermi contour (we remind: e = -|e|). Finally, by combining equations (S1) and (S2), we obtain the IEE length:
where + is for electron-like Fermi contour (FC) with CCW helicity or hole-like FC with CW helicity and -for the two other combinations. The experimental situation of our spin pumping experiments on α-Sn correspond the electron-like FC (upper cone) with CCW helicity, with a positive IEE  in agreement with equation (S3). The helicity is defined from the point of view of an observer on the injection side.
We finally want to point out that the above results are not strictly original as they are equivalent to results expressed differently by Shiomi et al 17 or for different situations by Culcer S1 . Another final remark about the IEE being that the injection of a spin current polarized along y not only induces a charge current along x but also generates, in some conditions, a spin current along y spin-polarized in the direction z 6,S1
, an additional SHElike effect not in the scope of the letter.
Supplementary Discussion 2 | Dirac Cone (DC) and Fermi velocity
The Fermi velocity of the Dirac cones of our α-Sn-based samples is derived as it is shown in Figure S1 . 
Supplementary Discussion 3 | Analysis of the FMR spin pumping experiments
In Figure S2a we show the results of the broadband field dependence of the resonance frequency for three different systems when the magnetic field H is applied along the [1 0 0] crystalline orientation of the substrate. The field dependence of the frequency is typical of a FM thin film with cubic and in-plane uniaxial anisotropies and the difference between the -Sn|Ag|Fe samples and the two others can be explained by the different anisotropy constant for Fe grown on Ag.
For the derivation of the injected spin current density we refer to the classical analyses of spin pumping (by Ando et al 18 An important point to clarify is the possible contributions from Seebeck and spin-Seebeck effects 23 .
The dc voltage signal generated by the Seebeck effect in the presence of a FMR-induced horizontal temperature gradient is expected to have the same sign for opposite magnetic fields, in contrast with the IEE signal that is reversed when the field is reversed. To suppress any possible Seebeck contribution we have always averaged the voltage signals obtained at +H and -H , <V>=(V H+ -V H-)/2. The possible contribution to the voltage signal from a FMR-induced vertical temperature gradient inducing an additional spin current and the resulting Spin Seebeck voltage has opposite signs for +H and -H but, as clearly shown in the spin pumping experiments of Shiomi et al 17 on TI, its dependence on the rf power departs markedly from the linear variation of the IEE signal. We can rule out any significant spin-Seebeck contribution from the linear variation of the voltage signal with the rf power depicted in Figure S2 for one of our samples. 
